
Starter

Using your Ascii table. Convert the following Ascii to text.

073 032 108 111 118 101 032 065 115 099 105 105 046 032 032

Extension: Write your own festive message 
in Hex.



Learning Objective

• To explain how images are saved as binary. 



Levels

D: Explain how digital images are stored as binary instructions.

C: Create a 1, 2 and 8 bit image.

B: 

A:



How do computers save images?

Computers have to save images. What do you think they 
save them as?

The image has to be taken with a digital input device or be 
converted into a set of binary numbers.



Examples
You have an image in your hand

You capture the image using a scanner

The scanner digitise the image (The scanner provides the 
computer with a stream of binary digits)

101101010101

A digital camera has an image sensor that creates 
binary files
The files are then transferred to the computer. 



Images

• The image is broke down into little squares called pixels. The 
computer saves the location and colour for each.

0,1 =  0000 0000
0,2 =  1111 1111
0,3 = 0000 0000

What do you think 
that means



1 bit images

• The image can only have 2 colours. 

Black  = 0

White = 1 



1 bit images
On your creating an image worksheet. You will be converting an 
image to binary and back to an image.

Have a go at the questions and this task(first 2 tabs). 



More colours
For a computer to use more colours in a, it has to allow more 
space for storage.

1 bit = 2 colours

4 bit = 16 colours

8 bit (1 byte) = 256 colours

Lets prove it.

1 bit = 2 colours 4 bit = 16 colours 8 bit = 256 colours 



Task
Your task is to make a 2 
bit image .

You can only use 4 
colours. They are 
represented by the 
numbers:

00:  Blue

01:  White

10:   Green

11:    Red



A house example.



8  Bit colours.
On the 8bit images worksheet. You are allowed 
to make an image using.

8 bit images can store 256 colours. Because we 
are using a spreadsheet we are going to have to 
use the colours present.



Key Terms 

Is the smallest element of an 
image. The dots that make up 

an image.

Is the number of pixels per unit. 
For example PPI Pixels Per Inch.

(Or bit depth) is the number of 
bits used for each pixel. The 

more bits, the more information 
and more colours that can be 

represented.
Is information about the image 

data. E.g. height and width, 
colour depth etc.



Plenary
Show and tell. 

Pupils to show the images that they have made with binary. 

The pupils are to tell the class what they did and how they did it. 

They must use the correct terminology.


